From a study of 'yp -27r+ 27r-p using 9.3 GeV linearly polarized. photons, evidence is found for a Jp = l-, IG = 1+ four pion enhancement of mass -1.5 GeV with a production cross section of 1.6&O. 4pb.
Previous indications of possible vector meson states, other than p, a, and a, have been wide enhancements near 1.6 GeV in yp -27r+27~-p and in e+e--t 47r (+ neutrals). 132 We confirm the existence of a 47~ enhancement at -1.5 GeV in the reaction yp -27r'27r-p and demonstrate, using the linear polarization of the beam, that it is in a Jp = l-, IG = I+ state. Preliminary results have been reported elsewhere. 3 The data presented here originate from a systematic study4 of yp reactions at 2.8, 4.7, and 9.3 GeV, using the LBL-SLAC 82" HBC exposed to the SLAC monochromatic backscattered laser beam. 596 The 47r enhancement is observed most clearly at 9.3 GeV, and therefore we present results based on this exposure. At 9.3 GeV the beam momentum spread is Ap/p M & 30/o, and the degree of linear polarization, P y' is 77%. The event analysis is described in Ref. 6 . 
Mass Distributions
The 47~ mass distribution for reaction (1) is shown in Fig. la . From the t-distribution (not shown) we find that 47r production is peripheral with a tdependence -e 6t for Mqn < 2.4 GeV (t is the momentum transfer squared to the proton). Phase space weighted by this t-distribution peaks at a 4n mass N 2.5 GeV. The reflection from A* production, which is strong in reaction (1) (see Fig. lb) , also peaks at high 47r mass. In contrast, the 4n mass spectrum shown in Fig. la is enhanced at -1.5 GeV. A strong P" signal is present in the *'n-mass distribution ( indicating that, like the p" in yp -PPO, the 4n system is more strongly aligned in the helicity frame.
The amount of sin2 8 cos2 9 component in the 47r angular distribution, and consequently the number of s-channel helicity-conserving J P = l-47~ events, can be determined4 from
if Q is a perfect analyzer.
The quantity ll is shown as a function of 47r mass in Fig. 2b ; II-peaks near 1.5 GeV and has a FWHM of -0.5 GeV. We note that only the Yi, and Yi moments are significant for Mqr < 1.8 GeV. Thus our data are consistent with a Jp = l-4n enhancement which we refer to as the p I.
The cross section corresponding to lI, which is a lower limit for the pl cross section, is 0.8 rt 0.2 pb.
Isospin
We have shown that the p? decays predominantly into p'?;t~-. The r+n-pair could have isospin 0, 1, or 2. We can rule out the dominance of I=2 for o+-the dipion state since it requires R = co' -pm -. T+T-TT~T~)/(~~ -+ p T T ) 1 4, which is incompatible with the observed number of events in the p1 region in the channel w -pr+r-MM (not shown). Isospin 1 for the dipion pair implies a pop0 decay, which is inconsistent with the dipion mass distribution (Fig. lc) . Thus the 7r'7~-pair is likely to be in a predominantly isospin zero state, giving a branching ratio R 2: 0.5, which is consistent with our data. We conclude that the P 1 isospin is 1 (C = -1); this allows us to associate the p1 with the state observed in e+e-experiments.
Spin-Parity Analysis
We have made a spin-parity analysis for events with M4, < 1.7 GeV, assuming that the 47~ system is produced conserving s-channel helicity and that it decays into ~'+a, where u is an s-wave isoscalar ~7r state. Further, we must have natural (unnatural) parity t-channel exchanges in the production of natural (unnatural) parity 47r states in order to reproduce the experimental cos2 + distribution.
The angular distribution of q has been calculated8 for the states I*, 2*, and 3-assuming the lowest allowed angular momentum between the p" and cr.
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The states l+ , 2+ and 3-yield cos2 0 and cos' z,l~ components in contrast to the experimentally observed sin2 8 and cos2 # distributions.
States with helicity other than &l could introduce sin2 6' terms but only with a reduction in the amount of the cos2 I/J component. Thus we rule out the dominance of the l+, 2' and 3-states in the low M4* region. Both l-and 2-give angular distributions having large sin2 6 and cos2 $ components; to determine which of these states fits the data best, a maximum-likelihood fit was made with a matrix element consisting of an incoherent sum of l-, 2-and phase space. Specifically, assuming the simplest form for the decay of a l-state into p"?;t.?r, we write the matrix element for production of an s-channel helicity-conserving pl, followed by its s-wave decay into a p" and an s-wave isospin-zero dipion system, as P i6.
Tp,= 2 .& P 1 sin6i e s i$ sin 6 e . q i=l (3) where Q is the polarization of the photon rotated by the pf c. m. s. production angle about the production normal; the other quantities are defined in Footnote 8.
We find that Jp = l-and phase space is required to fit the data; 2-is rejected by the fit. ' The curves on Fig. Id and Fig. 2a show that the matrix element (3) describes the data well.
Cross Section for s-Channel Helicity Conserving 47r l-States
For the decay matrix element (3) we have calculated, using Monte Carlo events, the efficiency of the analyzer ?$; the efficiency is 70% at Mqr -1.5 GeV, and falls to 40% at 2.6 GeV. We use this efficiency to correct the values of fI (Fig. 2b ) obtained experimentally and display the result in Fig. la 
Maximum Likelihood Fits
We have attempted to obtain a better estimate of the p1 cross section by making an overall maximum-likelihood fit to reaction (1) . .
We obtain a good description of the channel, I1 as shown by the curves on the mass and decay distributions in Figs. 1 and 2 . For the p1 mass and width (yp ,) we obtain 1.43 f 0.05 GeV and 0.65 f 0.1 GeV, respectively. We note however that these quantities are sensitive to the choice of the function K. 3 We find a cross section for p1 -p o+-r 71 of 1.6 * 0.4 pb, which is insensitive to K.
The slope of the p' t-distribution is 5.6 & 0.3 GeV -2 .
Conclusion
We have confirmed the existence of a 47r enhancement at a mass -1. 9. Fitting J'=l-and phase space alone gives a P(X2) of 80% in the zj~ distribution, whereas a fit of 2-and phase space alone gives a P(X2) < 1%. (c) YT'~-mass distribution (Mq, < 1.7 GeV) for ?r+r-pairs opposite a p".
The dotted (solid) curve shows the distribution expected for p"po(po~'re + phase space).
(d) 7r+r-mass distribution. The shaded events are for M4, < 1.7 GeV.
The curve is from the maximum-likelihood fit. 
